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Helen Eisenstadt b. May 1925 Sosnowiec, Poland, middle child between sister & brother, 
mother, father (shoe salesman); pre-war happy childhood memories; celebrating Jewish 
holidays; after father’s death, mother’s “wheeling, dealing” to sustain family; good student in 
school; first awareness of anti-Semitism (friend belittled in Polish school); 1935 increase in anti-
Semitic acts; at 14 yrs. old, joining Zionist organization; just before Hitler enters, hearing 
Jabotinsky speech, “Run away, a storm is coming!”; Helen returns to pre-war, shares family 
fleeing, seeing Nazis march in so family turns around; “First thing they burn synagogue-beards 
cut, beatings”; becoming tutor to children; forced to register for labor camp (sister didn't have 
to register-initially allowed to take care of mother); closing apt, lived with aunt, then sheltered 
with Polish family; 15 yrs. old “hearing boots (in house) and we knew what’s going to happen - I 
couldn’t even kiss my mother good-bye”; sent to a labor camp for 3 years, first working on big 
machines, then on small machines; at first, German women worked with Jewish women but 
then segregated; barracks kept clean, had hot water to wash clothes, daily, each woman 
received 6 pieces bread & cup of soup, camp Jewish Council, 8 hr. shifts; SS inspection, calling 
women, “Damn Jews-if you look like this next time, you wind up at Auschwitz!” SS beating two 
women, both dying from injuries; 1000 women marched out of camp, split in 3 groups, “walking 
all over Germany-none (in Helen's group) killed or died-6 wks, no food/water-ate weeds”; 
seeing a light in dark, pleading for food, woman only gave soup thinking they were not Jews; 
resuming walk in "bitter cold"; finding shelter with nice woman who hid them in basement, 
provided hot shower, "It was heaven."; resumed walk, witnessed Nazis picking up other girls, 
beating them "to black & blue"; taken to Flossenburg; Helen's family photos trashed before 
putting women on cattle cars to Bergen-Belsen, "Gate to absolute hell," water shut off, placed 
in field with other Polish, "From here you will never come out alive!" shouted Polish guards-no 
food/water-still no one in Helen's group got sick; Helen repeatedly uses word "hell" describing 
Bergen-Belsen, "Hundreds of people dying daily."; British liberators didn't open the gates like 
Americans; girls in group having survived, dying after too fast reintroduction of food ("from 
pork & ham"); learning her family had died at Auschwitz; studying dental hygiene in Bergen-
Belsen DP camp, "They had the best library.”; immigration to America-first impressions "not so 
terrific"-luggage lost in Boston that had her only remaining photographs, assigned family from 
Jewish Family Service but they didn't pick up "all alone" Helen for a long time; finding work in 
leather wallet factory; marriage, opening clothing business; 3 children/8 grandchildren; Helen 
didn't speak of experience to her children for a long time, "Too painful-unless you experienced 
it, the mind cannot comprehend it."-she recommends reading Wiesel's "The Night."; Helen 
taped another oral testimony for Yale; Helen shares photograph of husband's family (all killed in 
Holocaust); shares photograph of her children; interviews with sons David & Robert, sharing 
their experiences being children of Holocaust survivors, "We didn't have grandparents, aunts, 
uncles."; their concern for ongoing anti-Semitism, "not latent, is on the forefront."; David & 
Robert share additional stories from their parents efforts to survive Holocaust and post-war. 
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